Abstract

Paper Hypothesis

Planet motion depends on light motion

A Proof

I-Data
(A) 17.4 degrees (inner planets orbital inclinations total) x 0.99 = 17.2 degrees (Pluto orbital inclination)
(B) 23.6 degrees (outer planets orbital inclinations total) x 0.99 = 23.4 degrees (Earth Axial Tilt)
(C) (180 degrees /\pi) x 0.99 = 28.3 degrees (Neptune Axial Tilt)
(D) Earth Moon Distance At Perigee 0.363 mkm = 0.99 x0.366 mkm (Outer Planets Diameters Total)
(and the moon diameter = 1% of Outer Planets Diameters Total)

II-Discussion
The previous data is an example of many similar where the rate 0.99 is used frequently as a rate between different planets data – and the question is that Why This Rate 0.99 Is Used So Frequently In Different Data (axial tilts – orbital inclinations…etc)? The answer is told by Einstein himself – let's read it:
Book / Relativity: The Special and General Theory (Einstein book)
Section 13 (in Fizu experiment which is repeated frequently by others)
"According to recent and most excellent measurements by Zeeman, the influence of the velocity of flow v on the propagation of light is represented by formula(B)(x'=wt') to within one percent (1%)
I claim the difference 1% is found in the solar planets data by light motion as in Fizu experiment measurements- someone will refuse, claiming that we have no Fizu experiment here – no light beam –no tube and no liquid-
I don't know how that's happened – but it's a property of light motion – and as in Fizu experiment there was a reason to find this percentages 1% and 99%- this same geometrical reason can be found in the solar planets data and motions to use frequently the rates 99% or 1% which we have seen before– simply we need to analyze and discover how the matter is crated and how the distance is formed and based on such analysis we should find that it's the light motion which creates the using of the rates 99% and 1% in the solar planets data.
Planet and Light Motions
This idea is discussed already in my previous paper

Why Don't We Understand The Solar System Geometry?
http://vixra.org/abs/1911.0018

I have claimed that
The solar planets motions depend on light motions
We should accept this concept as a start point to understand the solar planets motions
– otherwise we can't reach to clear understanding….

Let's test that in Space definition… what's the space? What we know about it?

Space Definition
Space is the medium through which light beam travels by its highest velocity
(0.3mkm/sec)

Many may refuse my definition- some people imagine the space is empty and can't be
created – it's found by itself – or even it's not found at all!

These descriptions give us nothing – simply I have an empirical proof for my
definition – light travels through space (and only through space) by its highest
velocity and in any another medium light changes its velocity for some reasons!

For me I see that - Space Is Created Complementary To Light Motion – where
Space provides for the light the only chance to show that light velocity can reach to
=0.3mkm/sec = universe highest velocity (according Einstein)

That's what I'm trying to say – the universe around us is created of light beams – we
see these light beams in different forms as matters – distances …etc
As in double slit experiment – light coherence produces bright fringes and dark
fringes… how the light coherence produces darkness?! We have believed – in past-
that the darkness is found because of light absence..! not true ..the light is found and
causes darkness – why? because of the coherence!

I want to say that – the universe is created of light beams but we see these light
beams in different forms (as we see the energy in different forms – oil – sun rays –
foods…etc – where these forms give the same content – all of them provides energy)
So we may think we need to analyze the direct vision to know why it gives us
inaccurate data
To make this question more clear we need to answer another question:

Why does observer affect on observational results? Simply why the observation of
an entity (particle or wave) changes it into a particle after measurement it?
Let's try to answer in following
IN THE ALMIGHTY GOD NAME  
Through the Mother of God mediation  
I do this research

Why does observer effect on observational results?

Hypothesis (No. 1)
The Observer Effects On The Observational Results

1st Hypothesis Explanation
If a particle (with length $L_0$) moves by speed of light (approximately), this particle may suffer from length contraction effect and be seen with a contracted length ($L_1$). Then
"What's happened For The Particle Own Nature?"
The theory states "The Proper Length $L_0$ Never Change"!

We have 2 directions to choose from:
(1st) to accept the idea that – the particle own nature doesn't change and the contracted length is seen by us as a wrong vision (as mirage) but the particle length itself has no real change
Or
(2nd) to accept the idea that – the particle own nature changes with this motion – and by such way – the particle nature should be created relative to speed of light!

I choose the 2nd choice- Why?
Because – the 1st choice tells us that – The particle own nature is defined clearly when no difference in motions velocities between me and this particle – that means – I'm The Universe Reference Point – and this is similar to a person looks at a mirror
So the particle nature is created relative to speed of light! Is it true? NOT
The human mind realization process depends on speed of light – and may it produces light beam by which the observer effects on observational results (that may explain why the entity be a particle after measurement of it)

Paper Hypothesis (No. 2)
Human Mind Realization Process depends On And uses Speed Of Light -

Paper Hypothesis (No. 3)
The Human Mind Realization process (Using Speed Of Light) effects on the universe around.

Research Paper "The observer effects on observation results (SR tells)"
http://vixra.org/abs/1911.0040
or
https://www.academia.edu/40829783/The_observer_effects_on_observation_results_SR_tells_
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